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mobilize their own societies in order to fend off the threat posed by the Westerners.
Each in its own way proceeded to strengthen itself with the Westerners' own most
powerful instruments of technology, science, and education. In adopting a stance of
"defensive modernization" the Eastern empires borrowed much from the West, and it
is in this sense that they may be called secondary or derivative modernizes as they too
swept millions of "other peoples" into their imperial orbits. While the Ottoman
Empire was dismembered by World War I and the Japanese empire was similarly
dismembered by World War II, and while the Western powers underwent a massive
surge to disimperialism after World War II, the rule established by the traditional
Russian and Chinese empires over the peoples of vast territories in Asia has not been
relinquished by the modernizing Communist governments.
In the decade of the 1860s imperialism began to take on a new coloration.
Whereas early modern imperialism had been largely maritime and commercial in
character, with relatively little territorial aggrandizement (except in the Americas), in
its late modern form imperial governments began to exert direct control over the lands
of the less advanced peoples. The rapid rise in the populations of the modernizing
European countries created a push toward emigration that led 60 million Europeans to
move out of Europe between 1840 and 1940, particularly to Asian Russia (Siberia,
Caucasus, and Central Asia), Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Australia, and the West Indies.
Britain moved ever more aggressively into India and expanded onto the Malay
peninsula. The Russians moved across the Asian continent to found Vladivostok
(I860) and marched into Turkestan to take Tashkent (1864). France moved into
Mexico, North Africa, and Southeast Asia. In fact, the use of the term imperialism in
its late modem sense was particularly applied to Napoleon III of France in the 1860s,
as he sought to extend French influence in Mexico by setting up Maximilian as
emperor and in Indochina by taking over Cochin China (South Vietnam) and Cam-
bodia.3
The Asian empires were so vulnerable and nonprogressive (especially the Otto-
man, Chinese, and Persian) that the Western imperialists, including Russia, found it
relatively easy to add political jurisdiction and financial investment in land, mines, and
railroads to their commercial activities. This was sometimes done by extracting
agreements to give special privileges to the Western powers (extraterritoriality in
China, capitulations in Turkey, spheres of influence in Persia to Russia in the north
and to Britain in the south). Elsewhere, control was exerted through protectorates in
which the external power ruled indirectly through local chiefs, sultans, or kings, or
through colonies directly governed by Western officials sent in by the imperial power.
Control was sometimes achieved in the classic way by absorbing within the empire
peoples who lived in contiguous territories and stood in the way of the imperial thrust.
(Russia moved to their east, and China, Brazil, and the United States to their west). By
and large, the imperialist impact on traditional societies in Asia preceded that in
Africa, but from 1880 onwards the outward push of the modernizes (secondary as
well as primary) accelerated so rapidly that the imperial powers of West and East alike
carved up virtually the entire earth among themselves (See Figure 15.1). The prepon-
3Koebner, with Schmidt, op. cit, pp. 1-26.

